Leisure & Pleasure...enjoy Cyprus
ALL AROUND CYPRUS

SUN, 1 - MON , 30 JULY
International Festival of Ancient Greek Drama 2018
A distinct cultural event, hosting theatre companies from all over the world to present in their approach the uniqueness of ancient Greek drama but also carrying out an intense essence of the culture of the country of origin in their own language. The performances are presented in open-air amphitheatres.

THEATRO ENA - CYPRUS
Trojan Women by Euripides
SUN, 1 JULY | Pafos Ancient Odeon
TUE, 3 JULY | Kourion Ancient Theatre
THU, 5 JULY | “Skali” Amphitheatre, Aglantzia
Time: 21:00

SAT, 14 & 15 JULY
MUNICIPAL AND REGIONAL THEATRE OF KOZANI
MUNICIPAL AND REGIONAL THEATRE OF VERIA
Agamemnon by Aeschylus
Venue: Kourion Ancient Theatre
Time: 21:00

SPECTRUM THEATRE ROMANIA
Medea by Euripides
MON, 16 JULY | “Skali” Amphitheatre, Aglantzia
WED, 18 JULY | Pafos Ancient Odeon
Time: 21:00

FRI, 20 & SAT, 21 JULY
NATIONAL THEATRE OF NOTHERN GREECE
Orestes by Euripides
Venue: Kourion Ancient Theatre
Time: 21:00

FRESH TARGET THEATRE ENSEMBLE CYPRUS
Alcestis by Euripides
MON, 23 JULY | “Skali” Amphitheatre, Aglantzia
SAT, 28 JULY | Pafos Ancient Odeon
MON, 30 JULY | Kourion Ancient Theatre
Time: 21:00

THE RUSTAVELI THEATRE, GEORGIA
Electra by Sophocles
WED, 25 JULY | Pafos Ancient Odeon
FRI, 27 JULY | “Skali” Amphitheatre, Aglantzia
Time: 21:00

For further information: greekdramafest.com
Note: Please arrive at the theatres before 20:45hrs and at Kourion Theatre before 20:15hrs
LEFKOSIA (NICOSIA)

MON, 2 – FRI, 6 JULY
MON, 9 – FRI, 13 JULY
MON, 16 – FRI, 20 JULY

Summer adventures with Homer / Children Academy 2
The Bank of Cyprus Cultural Foundation renews its appointment with children in collaboration with the Summer School in Homer of the UCL Department of Greek & Latin. Addressing 9-15yrs olds it comprises of role playing, interactive teaching of Homeric texts, creative writing and animation techniques drawing inspiration from the heroes of the Homeric epi, who will provide the experimentation basis for an educational summer experience.
Venue: Bank of Cyprus Cultural Foundation (86-88-90 Phaneromenis str., old city within the walls, boccf.org)
Time: 08:00-14:00
Participation fees: €100 per child (15% discount for siblings) with free breakfast

MON, 2 JULY
Witches Dance
What better way to wrap up the season than with the Cyprus Symphony Orchestra and the Cyprus Youth Symphony Orchestra side by side!
Mussorgsky: Night on bald mountain
Paganini: Le streghe (Witches dance) for violin and orchestra, op. 8
Berlioz: Symphonie fantastique, H. 48
Venue: Skali Aglantzia (15 Agiou Georgiou, 2108 Aglantzia, T. +257 22462233)
Time: 21:00
Entrance: €12|€7 for 18-26 yrs & pensioners |€5 for -18 yrs
Information: T. +357 22 463 144, cyso.org.cy

SUN, 8 & MON, 9 JULY
The Odd Couple
A play by Neil Simon starring Giannis Zouganelis and Vladimiros Kyriakides. (In Greek)
Venue : Makarios III Amphitheatre (28th October Str., 2012 Acropolis, T. + 357 22314507)
Time: 21:00

WED, 11 JULY
ROYAL OPERA HOUSE

SWAN LAKE
Swan Lake has had a special role in the repertory of The Royal Ballet since 1934. The Royal Ballet presents a new production of Tchaikovsky’s magnificent classical ballet, with additional choreography by Liam Scarlett and designs by John MacFarlane.
Venue: Pantheon Theatre (29, Diagorou Street, CY-1097, T. +357 22675787)
Time: 20:00
Entrance: €10

THU, 12 JULY
MUSE - THE DRONES WORLD TOUR
Muse, the world renowned multi-platinum selling and multi-award winning band, embarked on their ambitious Drones World Tour in 2015-16, playing over 130 dates across the globe. Known for pushing boundaries in terms of their stage production the tour saw the band perform “in the round” from the middle of the arena, with the stage design and configuration giving fans a full 360° audio/visual sensory experience.
Venue: Pantheon Theatre (29, Diagorou Street, CY-1097, T. +357 22675787)
Time: 20:00
Entrance: €10

SAT, 14 JULY
Into the Limbo 2018
Undersound proudly presents for the 7th year the psychedelic stoner rock festival ‘Into The Limbo’.
Venue: Agios Sozomenos village
Time: 18:00
Entrance: €15|€12 presale

TUE, 17 JULY
Concert by Mario Frangoulis
The famous Greek tenor will present a musical trip titled "Naked Love", with music by Marios Fragoulis, songs by Lucio Dalla, Astor Piazzola, Nino Rota, Nicola Piovani, Jose Maria Cano, Manos Hadjidakis, Stavros Xarchakos, and new creations by Lina Nicolakopoulou and Aris Davarakis.
**FRI, 20 JULY**

**Leonidas Balafas in Concert**

Shortly before the release of his new album and after his spring wanderings, the Greek singer Leonidas Balafas and his band are coming to Cyprus with a summer mood for two performances in Lefkosia and Lemesos. For further information please call +357 99156683.

**Venue:** Diachroniki Music Stage (2 Yianni Koromia Str., Kaimaki, T. +357 99783455)

**Time:** 23:00 (doors open at 22:00)

**Entrance:** €15 | €12 pre-sale

**ONGOING** till SUN, 30 SEPT

**"In a moment"**

This Photographic Exhibition by Kyriakos Christodoulides subtly traces the best moments of the Bank of Cyprus Cultural Foundation; An entire year’s events, one photographer, 27 snapshots, infinity of emotions, one exhibition.

**Venue:** Bank of Cyprus Cultural Foundation (86-88-90 Faneromenis street, CY-1515 old Lefkosia, boccf.org)

**Opening hours:** Monday - Sunday 10:00-19:00

**Entrance:** Free

**ONGOING** till SUN 27 JAN 2019

**"Nicosia, the Birth and the Growth of a Capital, Byzantine - Medieval Period"**

New temporary exhibition under the title “Nicosia, the Birth and the Growth of a Capital, Byzantine – Medieval Period”.

**Venue:** Leventis Municipal Museum (15-17 Hippocrates Street, leventismuseum.org.cy)

OPENING till FRI, 27 JULY

**Mario Carbone: Isolato-Slendido-Marginale**

The exhibition is dedicated to the 94 year-old Italian photographer, with roots from Calabria (Magna Graecia), Mario Carbone.

**Venue:** The Office (32 Kleanthis Christofides Str., CY-1011, theofficegallery.com)

**Opening time:** Monday - Friday, 9:00 - 16:30

**ONGOING** till MON, 10 SEPT

**Agonies - Diamantis**

A temporary exhibition dedicated to the pioneering Cypriot artist Adamantios Diamantis (1900-1994). The exhibition focuses on ‘Agonies’, the important series of works from Diamantis’ oeuvre, exhibited together for the first time in their entirety. In parallel to the main temporary exhibition Agonies - Diamantis, a concurrent exhibition is hosted in the Gallery’s Claude Monet Hall. “The Microcosm of Adamantios Diamantis” is an artistic photographic exploration by Menelaos Pittas, a friend of the Diamantis family.

**Venue:** A. G. Leventis Gallery (5, A. G. Leventis (ex Leonidou) street, CY-1097, leventisgallery.org)

**Opening hours:** Daily (closed on Tue) 10:00-17:00, Wed 10:00 - 22:00

OPENING till SUN 27 JAN 2019

**"Nicosia, the Birth and the Growth of a Capital, Byzantine - Medieval Period"**

New temporary exhibition under the title “Nicosia, the Birth and the Growth of a Capital, Byzantine – Medieval Period”.

**Venue:** Leventis Municipal Museum (15-17 Hippocrates Street, leventismuseum.org.cy)

OPENING till FRI, 27 JULY

**Mario Carbone: Isolato-Slendido-Marginale**

The exhibition is dedicated to the 94 year-old Italian photographer, with roots from Calabria (Magna Graecia), Mario Carbone.

**Venue:** The Office (32 Kleanthis Christofides Str., CY-1011, theofficegallery.com)

**Opening time:** Monday - Friday, 9:00 - 16:30

**ONGOING** till SUN, 30 SEPT

**"In a moment"**

This Photographic Exhibition by Kyriakos Christodoulides subtly traces the best moments of the Bank of Cyprus Cultural Foundation; An entire year’s events, one photographer, 27 snapshots, infinity of emotions, one exhibition.

**Venue:** Bank of Cyprus Cultural Foundation (86-88-90 Faneromenis street, CY-1515 old Lefkosia, boccf.org)

**Opening hours:** Monday - Sunday 10:00-19:00

**Entrance:** Free

**ONGOING** till SUN 27 JAN 2019

**"Nicosia, the Birth and the Growth of a Capital, Byzantine - Medieval Period"**

New temporary exhibition under the title “Nicosia, the Birth and the Growth of a Capital, Byzantine – Medieval Period”.

**Venue:** Leventis Municipal Museum (15-17 Hippocrates Street, leventismuseum.org.cy)

**OPENING** till FRI, 27 JULY

**Mario Carbone: Isolato-Slendido-Marginale**

The exhibition is dedicated to the 94 year-old Italian photographer, with roots from Calabria (Magna Graecia), Mario Carbone.

**Venue:** The Office (32 Kleanthis Christofides Str., CY-1011, theofficegallery.com)

**Opening time:** Monday - Friday, 9:00 - 16:30

**ONGOING** till SUN, 30 SEPT

**"In a moment"**

This Photographic Exhibition by Kyriakos Christodoulides subtly traces the best moments of the Bank of Cyprus Cultural Foundation; An entire year’s events, one photographer, 27 snapshots, infinity of emotions, one exhibition.

**Venue:** Bank of Cyprus Cultural Foundation (86-88-90 Faneromenis street, CY-1515 old Lefkosia, boccf.org)

**Opening hours:** Monday - Sunday 10:00-19:00

**Entrance:** Free

**ONGOING** till SUN 27 JAN 2019

**"Nicosia, the Birth and the Growth of a Capital, Byzantine - Medieval Period"**

New temporary exhibition under the title “Nicosia, the Birth and the Growth of a Capital, Byzantine – Medieval Period”.

**Venue:** Leventis Municipal Museum (15-17 Hippocrates Street, leventismuseum.org.cy)
EVERY MONDAY & THURSDAY
LEFKOSIA (NICOSIA) WALKS

Get to know the capital by walking

The Lefkosia Municipality established a series of thematic walking tours to present various aspects of the old city as well as the city outside the walls. Lefkosia, a city with 5,000 yearlong history, has much to offer. By walking, one gets a better feel for a place and its yearlong atmosphere, past and present, and a better understanding of its continual cultural development.

EVERY MONDAY
Pallouriotissa & Kaimakli: The Past Restored
Guided walking & bus tour.
The Walking Tour leads you to the most noteworthy sights in ‘Pallouriotisa’ and ‘Kaimakli’, two old villages at the outskirts of the Venetian Walls. As Lefkosia grew and expanded these villages gradually became historic districts of the city.

EVERY THURSDAY
Discover the old Nicosia and its walls
Guided walking tour.
Lefkosia, the only divided capital in the world, dates back to the Bronze Age. In antiquity and in early Christian times it was known as Ledra. It has been the capital of Cyprus since the Late Byzantine period (11th century). The Lusignans transformed it into a splendid city, with royal palaces and churches. The city centre, the old “Chora”, surrounded by 16th century Venetian Walls, with museums, old churches and medieval buildings, maintains the leisurely atmosphere of yesteryear.

Language: English
Starting point: CTO Information Office in Laiki Geitonia, within the Venetian walls of old Nicosia city (11, Aristokyprou str., CY-1011)
Time: 10:00
Cost: Gratis. Offered by the Lefkosia (Nicosia) Municipality and organised in collaboration with the Cyprus Tourism Organisation and the Cyprus Tourist Guides Association.

For further information and bookings please contact T. +357 22674264. NO Walks held on public holidays.
LEMESOS (LIMASSOL)

SUN, 1 JULY
**Paddle for the Children - 5th Charity Dragon Boat Challenge**
The Funraising Charity Association, in cooperation with the Cyprus Dragon Boat Association, is hosting the 5th Charity Dragon Boat Fun Race Challenge «Paddle for the Children». The deadline for team registrations is Monday 25th June. In order to register your team or to arrange your training, please contact Eleni Rousounidou on +357 99 622 068.
**Venue:** Limassol Marina
**Time:** 09:00

WED, 4 & FRI, 6 JULY
**15th Sound & Mousic Computing Conference**
Alongside concerts of acousmatic works and installations, SMC 2018 also features performances of compositions for instrument(s) and electronics. Selected compositions from the recent "call for works" will be performed by this year’s invited ensembles and musicians, pianist Anna D’Errico (Italy), ARTéfacts Ensemble (Greece) and Chronos Ensemble (Cyprus). For the Conference program: [http://smc2018.cut.ac.cy/](http://smc2018.cut.ac.cy/)
**Venue:** Rialto Theatre (19, Andrea Drousioti str., CY-3603, T. 77777745, rialto.com.cy)
**Time:** 17:30
**Entrance:** €10

FRI, 6 JULY
**Ivan Vasiliev**
The world’s greatest ballet superstar Ivan Vasiliev with Bolshoi Ballet Principal Dancers Anna Nikulina, Denis Rodkin, Maria Vinogradova, Denis Savin and Artists of the Bolshoi Ballets.
**Venue:** Lemesos Municipal Gardens Theatre (Lord Byron Str., CY-3105, T. +357 25 582 268)
**Time:** 21:00
**Entrance:** €25|€30|€40|€50|€20 for kids

SAT, 7 JULY
**The Odd Couple**
A play by Neil Simon starring Giannis Zouganelis and Vladimiro Kyrilakides. (in Greek)
**Venue:** Lemesos Municipal Gardens Theatre (Lord Byron Str., CY-3105, T. +357 25 582 268)
**Time:** 21:00
**Entrance:** €25 - €10

SUN, 8 JULY
**The Scarecrow’s dream**
The dance school of Evi Panayiotou presents the show "The Scarecrow’s dream" which is based on the homonymous work of Eugenios Trivizas.
**Venue:** Rialto Theatre (19, Andrea Drousioti str., CY-3603, T. 77777745, rialto.com.cy)
**Time:** 20:00
**Entrance:** €10

TUE, 10 JULY
**13th CYPRUS RIALTO WORLD MUSIC FESTIVAL**
**Ethno Cyprus**
Ethno Cyprus 2018 organises youth music camps dedicated to each participating country. Forty young virtuosos of traditional instruments (ages between 15-30) from European countries, such as Cyprus, Croatia and Belgium, and Arab countries such as Lebanon and Jordan, will explore the roots of their common music identity, teaching each other local music traditions.
**Venue:** Heroes Square
**Time:** 21:00
**Entrance:** Free

THU, 12 JULY
**13th CYPRUS RIALTO WORLD MUSIC FESTIVAL**
**Fourth Moon**
Fourth Moon quartet has been successfully performing in international folk festivals all over Europe. The music of the quartet has its roots in the Scottish and Irish rich musical traditions, but it develops by following new and innovative ways.
**Venue:** Heroes Square
**Time:** 21:00
**Entrance:** Free
Monsieur Doumani compose Cypriot songs that draw inspiration from the contemporary Cypriot society, as well as from the turbulent conditions of our era. The original identity of the project was determined by the adaptation of Cypriot traditional pieces, with a special contemporary colour in sound and mood, forming their own distinctive style.

Venue: Heroes Square
Time: 21:00
Entrance: Free

Dikanda is a world music internationally renowned band from Szczecin, Poland. The band draws its musical inspiration from traditional folk sounds of the broadly defined Orient – from the Balkans, Israel, Kurdistan and Belarus to India. Their works are dominated by Balkan and Gypsy influences. What distinguishes Dikanda’s lyrics is the creation of new words, thus forming their own genuine language - “dikandish”.

Venue: Heroes Square
Time: 21:00
Entrance: Free

The Lions Clubs of Ammochostos (Famagusta) under the artistic direction of MusicEra studio present the 31st Pan Cypriot Song Composition Contest.

Venue: Pattihio Municipal Theatre (6, Agias Zonis, CY-3027, T. +357 25377277, pattihio.com.cy)
Time: 20:00
Entrance: €10

The famous Greek tenor will present a two-hour musical trip titled "Naked Love". With music by Marios Frangoulis, songs by Lucio Dalla, Astor Piazzola, Nino Rota, Nicola Piovani, Jose Maria Cano, Manos Hadjidakis, Stavros Xarchakos, and new creations by Lina Nikolakopoulou and Aris Davarakis. On stage with Marios Fragoulis the exceptional young singer Dimitra Selemidou.

Venue: Kourion Ancient Theater
Time: 21:00

Mercedes Peón is considered to be one of the most charismatic women of the current world music circuit. Fascinated by the playing of the tambourine and the singing of the ribeirana in Costa da Morte, Peón was triggered to collect the songs, dances, stories and experiences of her village’s people. Her wide repertoire, the spell and the energy that seizes each of her performances, make this woman a sure bet for the continuity of the ethno contemporaneous scene in Europe.

Venue: Heroes Square
Time: 21:00
Entrance: Free

The young girl who appears barefoot on the stage will undoubtedly make your own feet dance to her rhythms under the starry sky, as long as we are ready to let ourselves free and enjoy the ride together!

Venue: Pissouri Amphitheatre, CY-4607
Time: 20:00
Entrance: €10

ACB89 is set to be the biggest Mixed Martial Arts event Cyprus has ever seen! ACB have once again brought together a fight card full of exciting fights. On the card are some of the world’s best MMA talents, including tough Brazilian Daniel Sarafian, Alexander Peduson, Aleksei Butorin, Evgeny Erokhin PLUS our main event that see Russian MMA veteran Alexander Sarnavskiy take on the hard hitting Brazilian Hederson Batista!
monumental card will also put a spot light on some of the rising stars in Cyprus MMA.

**Venue:** Spyros Kyprianou Athletic Centre (Kato Polemidia, CY-3080)

**Time:** 16:30

**Entrance:** €60 | €3 | €20

---

**SAT, 21 JULY**

**Leonidas Balafas in Concert**

Shortly before the release of his new album and after his spring wanderings, the Greek singer Leonidas Balafas and his band are coming to Cyprus with a summer mood for two performances in Lefkosia and Lemesos. For further information call +357 99156683.

**Venue:** Ravens (4, Saripolou & Sokratous str., T. +357 99614100)

**Time:** 22:00

**Entrance:** €15 | €12 pre-sale

---

**SAT, 21 – SUN, 22 JULY**

**Belong – The Grand Ballets**

Celebrated names from the Royal Ballet, the English National Ballet and the Vienna State Ballet share the stage with Cypriot artists performing in Europe and a group of talented Cyprus-based dancers from the younger generation.

**Venue:** Pattihio Municipal Theatre (6, Agias Zonis, CY-3027, T. +357 25377277, pattihio.com.cy)

**Time:** 20:30

**Entrance:** €15 | €20 | €25 | €30

---

**SUN, 22 JULY**

**L'ora legale**

In a Sicilian town signed by countless problems provoked by a rampant dishonesty, the inhabitants elect a major who promises order and legality. But the truth is that the town (and Italy) is corrupted and dishonest beyond redemption. In Italian with Greek and English subtitles.

**Venue:** Rialto Theatre (19, Andrea Drousioti str., CY-3603, T. 77777745, rialto.com.cy)

**Time:** 21:00

**Entrance:** €7

---

**MON, 23 JULY**

**13TH CYPRUS RIALTO WORLD MUSIC FESTIVAL**

**Nicolas Tryphonos Quintet**

Nicolas Tryfonos Ensemble will present original compositions and melodies from the music tradition of the Eastern Mediterranean Region, arranged in their own unique style influenced by the jazz idiom. Performing authentic compositions, the ensemble is a collaboration between the Jazz Piano Trio members and two virtuoso soloists who masterfully render the spirit of the Orient and the Balkans.

**Venue:** Heroes Square

**Time:** 21:00

**Entrance:** Free

---

**TUE, 24 JULY**

**The Death of Stalin**

The internal political landscape of 1950’s Soviet Russia takes on darkly comic form in a new film by Emmy award-winning and Oscar-nominated writer/director Armando Iannucci. A film that combines comedy, drama, pathos and political manoeuvring. In English with Greek subtitles.

**Venue:** Rialto Theatre (19, Andrea Drousioti str., CY-3603, T. 77777745, rialto.com.cy)

**Time:** 21:00

**Entrance:** €7

---

**WED, 25 JULY**

**6TH FESTIVAL CURIUM ROUTES 2018**

**A World of Songs**

Renowned Cypriot singer Constantina performs great songs of Greek composers. The concert includes a special tribute to the composer Marios Tokas. Participating Paris paraschos and the choir Erimi ARGONAUTS.

**Venue:** Erimi open Theatre, Erimi village

**Time:** 20:30

**Entrance:** Free

---

**WED, 25 JULY**

**A Bras Ouverts**

A French intellectual who writes about living with an open-mind struggles to live up to his words when a Romani family begins camping on his front yard. In French with Greek and English subtitles. Director: Philippe de Chauveron.

---
**THU, 26 JULY**

**13th CYPRUS RIALTO WORLD MUSIC FESTIVAL**

**Macumba**

This year’s World Music Festival culminates with a unique concert by Macumba, presenting their own authentic compositions and arrangements, inspired by the Latin-jazz and world music. A different approach to Latin rhythms - mostly Afrocuban & Brazilian - blended through a modern jazz aesthetic. Charged with the frenetic dance rhythms of the band and the lively performance of its members, the concert invites the audience to an unforgettable music journey.

**Venue:** Heroes Square  
**Time:** 21:00  
**Entrance:** Free

---

**THU, 26 JULY**

**Melina Aslanidou in Concert**

Melina is one of the most important voices of the Greek pentagram and she has been awarded many times. The concert will be opened by Savvas Isovitis and his band. Part of the proceeds will be given to the Red Cross. For further information call at +357 96848493.

**Venue:** Lemesos Municipal Gardens Theatre (Lord Byron Str., CY-3105, T. +357 25 582 268)  
**Time:** 20:00  
**Entrance:** €25 | €22 | €18

---

**SAT, 28 JULY**

**Pyx Lax**

Pyx Lax, one of the most popular Greek bands of all time, reunite for a single concert in Cyprus. It’s a fact: Pyx Lax, the most popular and influential band in the Greek music scene, return to celebrate 30 incredible years since they were founded. **Venue:** Tsirio Stadium  
**Time:** 20:30  
**Entrance:** €25 | €18 arena

---

**WED, 1 AUGUST**

**RUSSIAN BALLET THEATRE**

**BALLET FOREVER**

Russian Ballet Moscow in collaboration with Italian Ballet Company invites you to “Ballet Forever”. Journey from the classical to the contemporary age of Ballet and marvel a collection of ballet masterpieces. International ballet dancers that have performed on the greatest stages perform in Cyprus along with a Quintet from “The Moscow Male Choir Castal”

**Venue:** Kourion Ancient Theatre  
**Time:** 20:30  
**Entrance:** €25 | €10

---

**FRI, 3 – SUN, 5 AUGUST**

**2nd Agricultural Festival**

Through this festival, locals and tourists will get acquainted with Cypriot culture and will be informed about the European and national programs that CAPO subsidizes. In the festival, companies will have the opportunity to participate, in exhibitions related to the production and marketing of agricultural products, wineries, dairies, sweetshops, and other exhibitors related to the agricultural profession. The venue will be formed with small stands that will be rented and exhibitors will be able to advertise and / or sell the various products they will exhibit at the festival. At the same time the three-day festival will present a rich cultural artistic program.

**Venue:** Old Lemesos Port

---

**SAT, 4 AUGUST**

**RUSSIAN BALLET THEATRE**

**Solomon & Sulamith**

Russian Ballet Moscow in collaboration with Italian Ballet Company present the ballet "Soloman & Sulamith” based on a story by Alexander Kuprin. Music by Bach, Shubert and Debussy with the soloists of “The Moscow Male Choir Castal”.

**Venue:** Kourion Ancient Theatre  
**Time:** 20:30  
**Entrance:** €25 | €10
FRI, 10 AUGUST
**Russian Comedy Club - Stand Up Show**
Russian Comedy Club - Stand Up Show NCA Cyprus presents an amazing Stand Up Show!
**Venue:** Monte Caputo (Amathus Avenue)
**Time:** 20:00
**Entrance:** €35

WED, 15 – SAT, 18 AUGUST
**Lofou August Festival**
Lofou Association organizes an annual four-day festival, which includes lots of events! A different highly qualitative musical program is offered every evening, such as theatrical performances and competitions. For further information please call T.: +357 99517073.
**Venue:** Lofou Primary School

FRI, 31 AUG – SUN, 9 SEPT
**Lemesos Wine Festival**
The Wine Festival was organised for the first time in 1961 and since then it has become an established annual event of merrymaking and fun, offering a joyful atmosphere to visitors from all over Cyprus and abroad. Wine from the barrels is on offer free of charge every evening. For further information:
[limassolmunicipal.com.cy](http://limassolmunicipal.com.cy)
**Venue:** Lemesos Municipal Gardens.
**Time:** weekdays 19:00-23:00, Sat & Sun 19:00-23:30

**ONGOING** till MON 31 DECEMBER
**theYard.Residency.18 Programme**
The Center of Performing Arts MITOS presents the Yard.Residency.18, an artistic residency programme during 2018, which is realized in the space of Old Vinegar Factory in Lemesos. The programme includes: theatrical performances, on stage theatre, Residency interdisciplinary performance practice, Guest participant theatre, Residency theatre workshop, 24hour shot and more.
**Venue:** Old Vinegar Factory (34 Genethliou Mitella, CY-3036, T. +357 99985232, mitos.org.cy/vinegar-factory)

**EVERY MONDAY**
**LEMESOS (LIMASSOL) WALK**
A stroll in Neapolis, Nemesos, Limassol....Lemesos
See the best of Lemesos city; get to know the historical centre of Lemesos by walking through its narrow streets which visually “narrate” its long history. Monuments of the past, traditional workshops, unique architectural features, the bustling life of the old market and traditional shops all reflect the city’s atmosphere, the main element of this tour.
**Language:** English
**Starting point:** CTO Information Office - Old Port of Lemesos (Old Port Entrance, Syntagmatos square)
**Time:** 10:00
**Cost:** Gratis. Offered by the Lemesos (Limassol) Municipality and organised in collaboration with the Cyprus Tourism Organisation and the Cyprus Tourist Guides Association.
**Booking in advance is necessary.** For further information and bookings please call T. +357 25 362756. **NO Walks held on public holidays.**
**LARNACA**

**SUN, 1 – TUE, 31 JULY**

**Larnaka Annual Summer Festival**
The Municipality of Larnaka organizes a festival during July full of music, dance and theatrical performances by national and international artists. The main venues of the festival are the Larnaka Fort and the Pattichion Municipal Theatre. For further information: T.: +357 24629300, larnaka.com

**TUE, 2 – MON, 23 JULY**

**Cultural Nights in Aradippou**
A unique cultural journey traced through a series of selected events. The events will take place in Aradippou village and include theatre shows, festivals, music performances, and traditional shadow theatre shows, as well as movie screenings. Through this set of events, the unique cultural identity and history of the village’s community is being displayed. For further information: T. +357 24811017, aradippou.com

**MON, 2 JULY**

**CYPRUS GUITAR ORCHESTRA 100 GUITARS**
One hundred guitars, one performance, one stage! Performed by the Cyprus Guitar Orchestra as part of the Larnaka Festival 2018 programme it is one of the most spectacular music events of the year.

*Venue*: Pattichion Municipal Amphitheatre (Nikolaou G. Dimitriou Street, CY-6031)

*Time*: 21:00

*Entrance*: €15 | €10 for -12yrs

**WED, 4 JULY**

**Witches Dance**
What better way to wrap up the season than with the Cyprus Symphony Orchestra and the Cyprus Youth Symphony Orchestra side by side! Mussorgsky: Night on bald mountain Paganini: Le stregh (Witches dance) for violin and orchestra, op. 8 Berlioz: Symphonie fantastique, H. 48

*Venue*: Pattichion Municipal Amphitheatre (Nikolaou G. Dimitriou Street, CY-6031)

**Time**: 21:00

**Entrance**: €10 - €25

**SAT, 7 & SUN, 8 JULY**

**Cyprus International Food Festival 2018**
CIFF2018Larnaka in collaboration with the Municipality of Larnaka will host vendors with street food from around the world! Children again form an integral part of CIFF with a special area for those under 12 to actively in various safe, cooking activities.

*Venue*: Europe Square, Phinikoudes sea front

*Time*: 17:00 - 23:30

**SAT, 7 & SUN, 8 JULY**

**King of Kite 2018 Kitesurfing Championships**
This year Bruna Kajiya will come to our shores to host and judge the competitions. Three times World Champion, Bruna Kajiya, the Diamond Chica, can out-trick any man on the water! The King of Kite is a unique day out for all sports enthusiasts, people of all ages and families. DJs on rotation keep the atmosphere pumping, as well as food and drink and stalls selling and promoting our local beach/surf culture. Join us then! For further information:

kahunasurfhouse.eu

*Venue*: Softades Kitesurfing Beach, Kiti

**MON, 9 JULY**

**World Cinema**
30th anniversary of the Larnaka Municipal Wind Band. Artistic director : Andreas Andreou

*Venue*: Pattichion Municipal Amphitheatre (Nikolaou G. Dimitriou Street, CY-6031)

*Time*: 21:00

**TUE, 10 JULY**

**The Odd Couple**
A play by Neil Simon starring Giannis Zouganelis and Vladimiros Kyriakides. (In Greek)

*Venue*: Pattichion Municipal Amphitheatre (Nikolaou G. Dimitriou Street, CY-6031)

*Time*: 21:00

*Entrance*: €12 | €7 for 18-26 yrs & pensioners | €5 for -18 yrs

Information: T. +357 22 463144, cyso.org.cy
FRI, 13 JULY
Antonis Remos - Natasa Theodoridou - Elena Paparizou in Concert
The famous Greek singers Antonis Remos, Natasa Theodoridou and Elena Paparizou are coming to Cyprus once again, for a unique concert in Larnaka. The three great artists will create for you a magical musical journey, in a rare coexistence.
Venue: Foinikoudes sea-front Promenade
Time: 21:00
Entrance: €20

SAT, 14 JULY
Concert by Kostis Maraveyas
Venue: Pattichion Municipal Amphitheatre
(Nikolaou G. Dimitriou Street, CY-6031)
Time: 21:00
Entrance: €15|€20

WED, 18 JULY
Live DJ Set - DJ Snake
World renowned French record producer and promoter of the trap music movement (hip pop), DJ Snake, will be performing live on the beach in Larnaka!
Venue: Seafront Stage, Finikoudes promenade
Time: 18:30
Entrance: €40|€30 presale

FRI, 20 – SUN, 22 JULY
The Afrobanana Republic Festival 2018
When a huge dose of spine tingling music and a dash of rousing art and heaps of otherworldly aesthetics come together, all shaken up with a brilliant touch of magic and surrealism, it signals that the time has come for the highly anticipated Afro Banana Republic (ABR) Festival! AfroBanana is pushing boundaries and creating new experiences, a step away from the sea, for the ultimate summer experience! Internationally acclaimed bands, DJs from all over the world, artistic interventions, theatrical performances, creative & innovative Kid’s workshops and so much more!
Venue: Kiti
For further information: afrobananarepublic.com

SUN, 22 JULY
Music and Poetry night
Dedicated to Kostas Karyotakis, 90 years from the poet’s death.
Venue: Medieval Fort, Athens Avenue
Time: 21:00
Entrance: Free

SUN, 22 JULY
Yiannis Vardis and Giorgos Lianos Live
A live performance by the famous Greek singers Yiannis Vardis and Giorgos Lianos. For further information and reservations please call +357 22 754445 or 24663330.
Venue: Makenzy Live at Makenzy Beach
Time: 21:30
Entrance: €15

WED, 25 JULY
Dionysis Savvopoulos in Concert
Not to be missed this Concert of the unique Greek composer, songwriter and performer Dionysis Savvopoulos accompanied by Stathis Anninos!
Venue: Kition Archaeological Site
Time: 21.00
Entrance: €15

FRI, 27 JULY
Summer 2018
Stamatis Kraounakis and Speira Speira
Venue: Pattichion Municipal Amphitheatre
(Nikolaou G. Dimitriou Street, CY-6031)
Time: 21:00
Entrance: €15

TUE, 31 JULY
Concert by Themis Adamantidis – Petros Imvrios
The two renowned Greek singers will perform Stelios Kazantzidis songs.
Venue: Old Aquaduct “KAMARES”
Time: 21.00
Entrance: Free
ONGOING till SUN, 22 JULY

“MEDITATIONS”

This exhibition, given the role of ‘Magnum Photos’ in the art of photography, and the recording of important moments in history, the society and nature, aims at highlighting the relationship between specific photographers of this organisation and ancient monuments throughout Europe, including Cyprus. Their photographs are accompanied by quotes taken from poems, composed by distinguished poets.

Venue: Medieval District Museum, Larnaka Castle

THU, 2 – SAT, 4 AUGUST

FENGAROS MUSIC FESTIVAL

The biggest and most exciting festival in Cyprus moves next to the beach! Acclaimed international artists will perform at the festival’s stages, thus including Cyprus in their European tours for the first time. This year’s lineup balances between world-renowned artists like Joan As Police Woman from New York, TootArd from Golan Heights, Deerhoof from San Francisco and up-and-coming talents such as the South African Alice Phoebe Lou and Berliners Tau. At the same time, Fengaros Festival has chosen the most interesting acts of the current Greek music scene such as Σtella, Negros tou Moria and Bazooka, among others, and just like every year it will present the best and most active bands from Cyprus. For further information login to fengaros.com

Venue: Journalists’ Village (Farou 9, 7560 Pervolia)

Entrance: Presale: €21.50 for 1-day|€37.50 for 3-day

At the door €25 for 1-day|€45 for 3-day

TUE, 7 – WED, 15 AUGUST

Kiti Cultural Summer

The Feast of the Dormition of the Theotokos is celebrated on the 15th of August and it is a national and religious holiday. In Kiti village the celebrations last for a week. The festivities include theatre performances, traditional nights, children’s night, music and dancing. For further information: T.: +357 24422233.

Venue: Square of the Church of Panagia tis Angeloktistis

Time: 21:00

ONGOING till SUN 29 AUG,

10 Artists in the Light of Caravaggio

BPRarts Cultural Management in collaboration with the Municipality of Larnaka and the support of the Ministry of Education and Culture is presenting the exhibition ‘10 Artists in the Light of Caravaggio’ at the Larnaka Municipal Gallery.

Curated by: Dr. Stratis Pantazis, Art Historian

Venue: Larnaka Municipal Art Gallery (Athinon Avenue, Europe Square, T. +357 24658848)

Visiting Hours: Mon – Fri 9:00 - 13:00 & 15:00 - 18:00, Sat 10:00 - 13:00

ONGOING till SUN 9 SEPTEMBER

“Lefteris Olympios “the story of Neophytos the Recluse” Exhibition

The Department of Antiquities and Lefkara Municipality cordially invite you to the art exhibition "Lefteris Olympios “the story of Neophytos the Recluse”.

Venue: Local Museum of Traditional Embroidery and Silversmith-Work, Lefkara village

Visiting Hours: Daily 09:30 – 17:00

EVERY WEDNESDAY & FRIDAY

LARNAKA WALKS

Larnaka; birthplace of the philosopher Zeno, founder of the Stoic School, and second home of Saint Lazarus who was ordained as the first Bishop of Kition after his resurrection. For the lovers of long walks this is a fascinating insight into the history, culture, traditions, and architecture of this sea-front city.

EVERY WEDNESDAY

Larnaka – Past and Present

This walk covers the history of Larnaka and its development by focusing on the role that the sea had throughout the centuries.

Language: English

Starting point: CTO Information Office (Vasileos Pavlou Square, T. +357 24654322)

Time: 10:00
EVERY FRIDAY

Scala – Its Craftsmen

Scala is the area that surrounds Larnaka Fort and Agios Lazaros Church. The aim of this walk is to explore the area and visit the Handicraft Workshops created by young ceramic artists most of who are inspired by ancient Cypriot art. The Walk goes through picturesque streets of the Turkish sector of Larnaka, where visitors have the chance to see traditional white washed houses, houses with kiosks and the present use of this residential area.

Starting point: Larnaka Fort (in front of the entrance of the Medieval Museum).

Time: 10:00

Cost: Gratis. Offered by the Larnaka Municipality and organised in collaboration with the Cyprus Tourism Organisation and the Cyprus Tourist Guides Association.

Booking in advance is necessary.

For further information and bookings please contact T. +357 24654322. Walks are held on public holidays.
**PAFOS**

**TUE, 3 JULY**

**Witches Dance**

What better way to wrap up the season than with the Cyprus Symphony Orchestra and the Cyprus Youth Symphony Orchestra side by side!

Conductor: Jens Georg Bachmann

Mussorgsky: Night on bald mountain

Paganini: Le streghe (Witches dance) for violin and orchestra, op. 8

Berlioz: Symphonie fantastique, H. 48

**Venue:** Tala Amphitheatre, Konstantinos Leventis Park, Tala village

**Time:** 21:00

**Entrance:** €12 | €7 for 18-26 yrs & pensioners | €5 for -18 yrs

**Information:** T. +357 22 463 144, cyso.org.cy

**FRI, 6 JULY**

**OPERA**

**The Birth of goddess Aphrodite**

World Premier of the Opera “The birth of goddess Aphrodite”. Music & Libretto: Polis Charalambous. The play is based on Hesiod's Cosmogonia (Genesis) presenting the Creation of the World. Uranus, son and husband of Gaia, in fear of losing his power to his children sends them in Tartara. However, Gaia, with the help of her children plans to punish Uranus by castrating him. In the Finale the main soloists praise the generators and creators of the Cosmos.

**Venue:** Aphrodite's Temple in Kouklia

**Time:** 20:00

**Entrance:** €15

**FRI, 6 JULY**

**Steppin' Out Jazz Trio- Salute to the Great Jazz Divas**

Jazz singer Alice Ayvazian will be joined on stage with Konstantinos Efraimidis on clarinet and Dimitris Miaris on piano.

**Venue:** Technopolis 20 Cultural Centre (18, Nikolaou Nikolaidi Ave., CY-8010, T. +357 70002420, technopolis20.com)

**Phone:** 7000 2420

**Website:** www.technopolis20.com

**Time:** 20:30

**Entrance:** €10

**Reservations are necessary at T.70002420.**

**THU, 12 JULY**

**Modal Mediterranean music with the ‘Sol Aurorae Ensemble’**

Inspired by the music traditions of the Mediterranean and Middle East, the ‘Sol Aurorae Ensemble’ will present - in a beautiful garden under the stars - original compositions along with pieces from Cyprus, Israel, Greece, Armenia and Turkey.

**Venue:** Technopolis 20 Cultural Centre (18, Nikolaou Nikolaidi Ave., CY-8010, T. +357 70002420, technopolis20.com)

**Phone:** 7000 2420

**Website:** www.technopolis20.com

**Time:** 20:30

**Entrance:** €10

**Reservations are necessary at T.70002420.**

**SAT, 14 JULY**

**Evi Kapatai in Concert**

The Cypriot Tourism Ambassador will travel us in a melodious journey with the wonderful music of great Greek composers that everybody loves; Mimis Plessas, Yannis Spanos, Hatzidakis and others. For further information T. +357 26652412.

**Venue:** Tala Amphitheatre, Konstantinos Leventis Park, Tala village

**Time:** 20:30

**Entrance:** €10

**MON, 16 JULY**

**A journey to the original sounds of Cuba with the ‘Yemaya Son Quartet’**

Four Latin musicians on stage, the vocalist Pedro Son Caliente and Alejandro Gonzalez (percussion, vocals) from Cuba, Alex Rodriguez from Colombia (keys, vocals) and Rodrigo Cáceres from Chile (bass, vocals), interpret a blend of salsa, rumba and Afro-cuban rhythms creating an uplifting atmosphere!

**Venue:** Technopolis 20 Cultural Centre (18, Nikolaou Nikolaidi Ave., CY-8010, T. +357 70002420, technopolis20.com)

**Phone:** 7000 2420

**Website:** www.technopolis20.com
FRI, 3 AUGUST
RUSSIAN BALLET THEATRE
Solomon & Sulamith
Russian Ballet Moscow in collaboration with Italian Ballet Company present the ballet "Soloman & Sulamith" based on a story by Alexander Kuprin. Music by Bach, Shubert and Debussy with the soloists of “The Moscow Male Choir Castal”.
Venue: Pafos Ancient Odeon
Time: 20:30
Entrance: €25|€10

THU, 16 – FRI, 17 AUGUST
The Tylliria Festival of Chalikiou & Figs
The Tillyria Festival highlights the dairy dish “chaliki” made only in Tillyria, and “sykopitta”, a traditional pie made of white figs. Dance groups from Cyprus and Greece will entertain the visitors. For further information please call: T.: +357 26522106, +357 99628183 or +357 99907474.
Venue: Main square of Kato Pyrgos village
Time: 19:30

FRI, 31 AUGUST – SUN, 2 SEPTEMBER
20TH PAFOS APHRODITE FESTIVAL CYPRUS 2018
Il barbiere di Siviglia
The Festival opens its curtain with Gioachino Rossini’s masterpiece ‘Il barbiere di Siviglia’ (The barber of Seville) in a production by the Italian organisation C.I.A.L.M. - Teatro Lirico Italiano in collaboration with the Ventidio Basso Ascoli Piceno Theatre and the participation of the Cyprus Symphony Orchestra. There will be a simultaneous translation in Greek, English and Russian via subtitles. For further information pafc.com.cy
Venue: Pafos Medieval Castle
Time: 20:00
Entrance: €25|€40|€50|€70

EVERY 3RD SUNDAY OF THE MONTH
Farmers and Handicrafts Market
Fresh fruits and vegetables, homemade sweets and freshly baked bread, arts and crafts made by local artisans are just some of the many local products on offer. For further information please contact Mrs. Catherine, T.+357 99104622.
Venue: Steni village square
Time: 10:00 – 14:00

EVERY 4TH FRIDAY OF THE MONTH
Farmers and Handicrafts Market
Exclusively handmade and handcrafted local products, food, sweets, herbs, essential oils, arts and crafts made by local artisans. For further details please contact Mrs. Simona, T.+357 97836005.
Venue: Polis Herb Garden, Polis Chrysochous (next to the Archaeological Museum)
Time: 17:00 – 21:00
AMMOCHOSTOS

TUE, 3 JULY
7th Traditional Festival of Sotira
The Culture Committee of the Municipality of Sotira, is organising this festival dedicated to tradition through various artistic events, dancing, singing, gastronomy and exhibition of Cypriot professions. Live on stage the singers Arei Ketime and Vasiliki Hatziadamou.
Venue: Sotira village
Time: 19:00
Entrance: Free

SAT, 7 JULY
Living Color Music & Arts Festival 2018
Annually imaginative and energetic people come together to celebrate Arts and Music under the Mediterranean sun of Cyprus. Combining music performances by world famous artists such as R3HAB, Ayo & Teo, Thomas Gold, Will Sparks, Jaden Bojesen, as well as local Labels such as WSTD and Ghetto Funk, with sounds from electro, electro bounce, hip hop and RnB. Spectacular entertainment and unforgettable experiences!
Venue: Agia Napa Modern Athletic Center
Time: 17:00
Entrance: €50|€40 presale

SAT, 14 JULY
6th Pancyprian Festival of Potato in Avgorou
Avgorou village invites you to the Festival of Potato a tasting feast, with lots of music. Information and reservations: +357 99795105, +357 99452194, +357 99453640.
Venue: 1st Primary School of Avgorou village
Avgorou, Ammochostos District 5510, Cyprus
Time: 20:00

SUN, 22 JULY
HEAT "THE" BEAT
Dance Competition by the Academy of Dance "Rebel Dancers"
Venue: Agia Napa Town Hall
Time: 09:30

SAT, 11 – SUN, 12 AUGUST
"Traditional Cypriot Tasting"
Venue: Ayia Napa Municipal Museum “THALASSA”
Time: 21:00

Paralimnia Festival
This festival an excellent choice for those who want to get a taste of the traditional Cypriot music, dance and food! Events for all tastes and ages are organised in various locations around Paralimni and Protaras!

MON, 2 JULY
10th Choral Festival with the choir “MELIZONA”
Venue: Paralimni Municipal Amphitheater
Time: 20:30

WED, 4 JULY
“Songs – Travels”. Tradition in art by the Cultural Association “ROMIOSINI”
Venue: Paralimni Municipal Amphitheater
Time: 21:00

THU, 5 JULY
Dancing Parade by the Cutural Workshop «PARA TI LIMNI»
Venue: Protaras avenue by the Culture Workshop
Time: 21:00

FRI, 6 JULY
20 years Mandolinata by the “MANDOLINATA” of the Municipality of Paralimni
Venue: Paralimni Municipal Amphitheater
Time: 20:30

FRI, 7 JULY
«BOX GAMES» A friendly contest between Cross Fitters from all over Cyprus! A unique experience suitable for all ages presented by CrossFit LockDown and other Cypriot CrossFit gyms.
Venue: Lefkolla Square in Protaras
Time: 11:00 – 23:00

MON, 9 JULY
Music & dance by the Cultural Association "ANADYSI"
Venue: Lefkolla Square in Protaras
Time: 21:00
TUE, 10 JULY
MANDOLINADA
Venue: Lefkolla Square in Protaras
Time: 21:00

THU, 12 JULY
Choral Festival with the Cultural Association "ANEMOESSA" of the Metropolitan Church of Agios Georgios.
Venue: Paralimni Municipal Amphitheater
Time: 20:30

FRI, 13 – SUN 15 JULY
Protaras Wind Youth Band Festival 2018 organized by the Symphonic Band “ARMONIA”
Venue: Lefkolla Square in Protaras

WED, 18 JULY – SUN, 5 AUGUST
6th Protaras Summer Cinema Festival
Venue: Lefkolla Square in Protaras

TUE, 7 AUGUST 20:00
National Military Band
Venue: Lefkolla Square in Protaras
Time: 20:00

FRI, 10 – SUN, 12 AUGUST
5th PROTARAS 3X3 OPAP CYPRUS
Organised by the Cyprus Basketball Federation, the Paralimni Municipality and the Paralimni Hellenic Football Association
Venue: Lefkolla Square in Protaras
Time: 16:00 - 22:00

SUN, 26 AUGUST 20:00
"MOONWALK" August Full Moon retro music night
Venue: along the coastal pedestrian promenade
TROODOS

SUN, 1 JULY
“Back to our Roots” Kakopetria Festival
A festival in a picturesque village that takes as back in time with the revival of traditional professions, grape stomping and zivania distillation! Come and learn some folklore tales, then take the donkey ride and make a final stop at the new museum!
Venue: Kakopetria village
Time: 11:00 - 16:00

3rd National Lavender festival
SAT, 7 JULY
Guided walk: Lavender-Architecture & Rituals in Platres. Meeting point: Iamatiki church (near Forest Park Hotel) Time : 11:00
Visit to the Lavender Thematic Center. Venue: Platres’s Cultural Center Time: 12:30
Healing with Lavender workshop (in Greek) Venue: Platres’s Cultural Center Time: 17:00
Victorian Lavender afternoon tea & concert Venue: Platres’s Cultural Center Time: 17:30
Musical night Venue: Main square of Platres Time: 20:00

SUN, 8 JULY
Official Opening of the Lavender Market
Venue: Main square of Platres Time: 11:00
Festive Opening of the Lavender Market
Venue: Main square Time: 11:10
Folklore dances
Venue: Main square Time: 16:00
Lavender and Emotions workshop (in English) Venue: Troodos Network offices Time: 16:45
-Heal yourself with Lavender (in english) Lavender Head massage Workshop & Lavender Meditation Venue: Troodos Network offices Time:17:00

SUN, 5 AUGUST
Hasel Tree Festival Platanistasa
At the Annual Hazelnut Festival in the beautiful village of Platanistasa, visitors can try for gratis freshly cut hazelnuts with a drink of Zivania, take guided walks through the hazelnut forest and visit the Byzantine church and other places of interest in the area. Visitors will enjoy traditional music and dances while walking around the exhibitors stalls offering the best of the local gastronomy, traditional sweets and other products. For further information please call T. +35799218713.
Venue: Platanistasa village

SAT, 11 – SUN, 12 AUGUST
Windcraft Music Fest 5
The music of the Balkans and the Eastern Mediterranean meets with the tradition of jazz and modern electronic sounds at this year’s Windcraft Music Fest! Nine music groups formed by renowned musicians from Cyprus and abroad, will present their very personal music projects on three stages. One of the loveliest summer music events of the Cypriot countryside presenting music concerts of the highest level! Free camping site with toilets and shower. Hotels and agrotouristic pensions available in the nearby villages (Kakopetria, Kalopanayiotis, Spilia, Galata etc) Check the detailed programme at windcraftmusicfest.com
Venue: Katydata village
Time: 16:00
Entrance: €20 for one day|€25 for two days| Free for Children -12yrs, workshop and parallel activities

Events online tickets:
Tickethour.com.cy soldoutticketbox.com

Best event calendar!!
Constant streaming of upcoming events!
Check for the latest updates on www.visitcyprus.com
Don’t miss out on what’s on NOW!!

NOTE: The Cyprus Tourism Organisation cannot accept responsibility for any changes in any of the events listed above that may occur due to unforeseen factors. Please contact the organisers by phone for confirmation.